In addition to all other Rules and Regulations, this section sets forth additional rules that pertain to the Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) public owned cargo parking positions.

6.1 **Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) Cargo Gate Assignments**

6.1.1 Contact the Airport Response Coordination Center (ARCC) at (424) 646-5292 for assignments for cargo aircraft parking on public gates.

6.1.2 Aircraft shall not park on LAWA public parking spots longer than the scheduled ground time and no longer than 24 hours or for the express reason of staging aircraft without prior approval of the ARCC.

6.1.3 Additional or extended aircraft parking requests, including weekend layovers, shall be approved by the ARCC (424) 646-5292 on a daily basis.

**NOTE:** Aircraft with a scheduled ground time greater than 12 hours may be required to relocate to another aircraft parking position or a tenant controlled facility; relocation may also occur at any time deemed necessary by LAWA operational needs in order to clear the gate for other aircraft.

6.1.4 A 24-hour emergency contact shall be provided to the ARCC (424) 646-5292 for each carrier and ground handler.

6.2 **General Cargo Rules**

6.2.1 Notify the ARCC at (424) 646-5292 with the following special circumstances:

a. Transfers of any livestock or other animals to and from transportation equipment

b. Any hazardous materials or fluids spills on the ramp

c. Oversized loads

6.2.2 Do not block any wheeled fire extinguisher(s). See **Section 08 - Fire and Safety** Paragraph Section 8.4. Fire Protection Systems and Fire Extinguishers.

6.2.3 Building or breaking down of cargo on the gate area is prohibited.

6.2.4 Storing of cargo, equipment, or vehicles beyond the building lease limit line is prohibited.

6.2.5 Only slowly moving motorized aircraft load/unload equipment, e.g., loaders, tailstands, etc., is allowed to be parked in designated equipment parking locations--no dollies, tugs, ground power units, beltloaders, etc. All other equipment parked
in these locations will be subject to impound.

6.2.6. Aircraft parking position setup is restricted to one hour prior to flight arrival unless the gate is occupied.

6.2.7. All equipment shall be cleared from aircraft parking positions immediately after completion of aircraft servicing activities.

6.2.8. All fluid or cargo spills shall be cleaned up immediately.

6.2.9. Aircraft shall not park in LAWA public parking spots for longer than the scheduled ground time, longer than 24 hours, or for the express reason of staging aircraft without prior approval of LAX Airport Operations.

6.2.10. If for any reason a carrier requests additional extended parking in addition to scheduled times including weekend layovers, the ARCC (424) 646-5292 must be contacted for approval on a daily basis.

6.2.11. Extended stays will only be approved in 24-hour increments and will be granted or denied on a case-by-case basis, dependent upon the operating and scheduling needs of the airport. The airline shall be responsible to make any necessary arrangements to move its aircraft immediately when directed by the ARCC.

NOTE: Aircraft with a scheduled ground time greater than 12 hours may be required to relocate to another aircraft parking position or a tenant controlled facility; relocation may also occur at any time deemed necessary by LAWA operational needs in order to clear the gate for other aircraft.